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About our Report

The real estate industry is currently debating the merits of “Off-MLS” sales (also referred to as pocket listings or 
“off-market” sales). While there are plenty of opinions, there has been little in the way of concrete data to help 
inform the decision about where to best market or find your home. To get beyond opinions and anecdotes, we 
gathered and analyzed data about sales in the San Francisco market comparing MLS sales with Off-MLS sales. 
We hope our findings will help inform the conversation about how Realtors in San Francisco can best fulfill their 
fiduciary duty to their clients. 

A bit about the inspiration for this project: After the March 2013 Clareity MLS Executive Workshop, Matt Cohen of 
Clareity Consulting published a blog post about how to research Off-MLS sales for a particular location. If you’d like 
to read the blog post that guided the creation of our report, it is titled “Off-MLS Transactions - Method for Local 
Evaluation” and is published on the Clareity website at http://clareity.com/off-mls-transactions-method-for-local-
evaluation/ 

We’d like to share some background about why this topic is interesting enough for us to invest our time and money 
in creating it: As Realtors in San Francisco we have a professional interest in making sure we are fulfilling our 
fiduciary duty to our clients. We’ve heard arguments both for and against Off-MLS sales, but we hadn’t seen any 
data relevant to our clients and our market. 
 
This topic is also of particular interest to Matt because he currently serves as an elected Director to the San 
Francisco Association of Realtors (SFAR), which runs the primary Multiple Listing Service (MLS) used in San 
Francisco. In addition to serving as a Director, Matt also volunteers as a co-chair of the SFAR MLS & Technology 
Committee. 

We started this project with nothing more than a couple really big spreadsheets and the hope of finding some 
solid data that would help us in advising our clients. We didn’t start with pre-determined conclusions, and our 
professional volunteer activities do not represent a bias for or against the MLS; they are only indicative of our 
involvement in the local real estate community. Just as we were inspired by Matt Cohen’s blog post, we hope our 
research into this topic will inspire you to dig into the data behind your passions as well! 

We look forward to continuing the conversation in person or online.

Sincerely, 

Matt Fuller, GRI & Britton Jackson, CRS
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Data Sources & Methodology

Data Sources
Tax records were gathered through a professional subscription to the Metrolist tax reporting service. We collected 
all records for residential real property transfers as recorded by the San Francisco County Assessor-Recorder for the 
2013 calendar year. 

MLS data was gathered through our membership in the SFAR MLS. Our MLS data set consists of all reported sales 
for single family homes, condominiums, stock cooperatives and loft condominiums by SFAR MLS members during 
the 2013 calendar year.

Methodology & Limitations
 
We used the basic methodology described by Matt Cohen in his Clariety blog post to work with our data set. 
When looking at tax records, we looked at the deed type, the recorded amount, the property zoning and land use 
categorization, and the classification of the transaction by the county to determine whether or not it should be 
classified as an Off-MLS sale. 

We recognize that some of our decisions about which records to include or exclude may be seen as arbitrary; when 
all else failed we fell back on common sense to try and identify the Off-MLS transactions that were “true” sales.

Love it or hate it, the information in this document is our sole responsibility - Zephyr Real Estate, Clareity 
Consulting, or the San Francisco Association of Realtors were not involved in the production of our report.  
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About Us

Our Value Proposition:
25+ years of combined experience equals results for our clients. We’ve been through up markets, down 
markets, and balanced markets, and we know how to navigate the challenges and opportunities of each.

A team. With an assistant. 
We’re both full-time, licensed agents. Working with both us, our clients get two perspectives, two sources of 
advice and insight, and twice as many hours per day as an agent working alone or with just an assistant.

We approach real estate with a positive attitude. 
We share the outlook that we are privileged to work in a fast-paced, well-educated market in the most beautiful 
city in America. Our clients become our friends, and our friends become our clients. Our positive reputation 
translates to good relationships with other Realtors, inspectors, escrow officers, and insurance agents, which 
means a transaction that is less stressful for our clients.

We know our technology. 
We’ve been on the cutting edge of technology in the real estate industry since we entered the business. We test 
what’s new, keep what’s useful, and use it to streamline the buying and selling process as much as possible for 
our clients.

Online Marketing is our expertise. 
In addition to having the skills to produce an on-line property video or rank for specific keywords in a search 
engine, we know how to complement on-line marketing with extensive outreach to the brokerage community 
and excellence in traditional print advertising.

Interested in learning more?
Drop us an email, tweet us on Twitter, visit us on Facebook, Yelp, Zillow, or any of our websites at www.
jacksonfuller.com, www.newconstructionsf.com, or www.sfmoderncondos.com.  Of course, our phones still 
work too -  you can reach Matt at (415) 203-1745 or Britton at (415) 939-7878.

Why are we at Zephyr?
Zephyr Real Estate represents what we love most about San Francisco. For more than 35 years, Zephyr has 
been one of the most highly acclaimed real estate firms in San Francisco – respected not just by clients, but 
also by the entire real estate community. Its feisty spirit as the largest independent real estate firm in the City 
means Zephyr understands the San Francisco market like no other company. We also enjoy and value being 
a part of a close-knit family of individual Realtors who are creative, professional and personable. Zephyr 
supports our efforts on your behalf by investing in some of real estate’s most advanced technology, allowing us 
to spend more time focused on you and less time tinkering with tools in the background.

All photos © and credit Matt Fuller, GRI.
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How Big is the Off-MLS Market?

According to our research, in 2013 there were 7,437 residential sales 
reported in the San Francisco Multiple Listing Service (MLS). Of those 
7,437 we removed 189 that were entered for comp purposes as well as 
354 reported sales of TIC shares (which we knew wouldn’t be matchable). 
Our calculations are based on the remaining 6,894 MLS marketed sales 
in 2013. 

We started with about 13,000 residential tax records for 2013. Removing 
records with blank sales prices (except those marked as “non-disc,” 
where we calculated price based on tax paid), those matched to MLS 
transactions, and identifiable new construction development sales left us  
with 891 transactions in the 2013 tax records that we classified as Off-
MLS sales. 

11%
Off-MLS

89%
MLS-marketed

Another “traditional” Off-MLS market is high-end luxury properties. 
According to our review of the top 100 sales (by sales price) during 
2013, 20 of them occurred Off-MLS, which is almost double the 
percentage of the overall market. 
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Condominium Sales: MLS vs Off-MLS

2013 San Francisco Tax records show that for existing resale construction*, marketing the property through the 
MLS brings a sales price that is about 9% higher than properties sold Off-MLS.  The average sales price for a condo 
sold without MLS marketing was $890,070, about 9% less than the average MLS-marketed sales price of $973,916. 

If we look at the median sales price, the 2013 median sales price for condos sold without MLS marketing was 
$750,000 while the median sales price of properties that received MLS marketing was $825,000, which is also 
about 9% higher than the Off-MLS median sales price.

9%
MLS Marketed Condo Sales average a... 

higher sales price than Off-MLS condo sales.
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Condominium Sales: MLS vs Off-MLS
1 & 2 Bedroom

1 Bedroom Condo MLS Marketing Difference
Average Sales Price -11.60%
Median Sales Price + 4.96%

2 Bedroom Condo MLS Marketing Difference
Average Sales Price + 6.41%
Median Sales Price + 7.83%
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Single Family Home Sales: MLS vs Off-MLS

2013 San Francisco Tax records show that for single family homes marketing the property through the MLS brings 
a sales price that is about 17% higher than properties sold Off-MLS.  The average sales price for a single family 
home sold without MLS marketing was $1,069,456, about 17% less than the average MLS-marketed sales price of 
$1,290,112. 

The 2013 median sales price for a single family home sold without MLS marketing was $700,000 while the median 
sales price of properties that received MLS marketing was $911,500, which is about 23% higher than the Off-MLS 
median sales price.

17%
MLS Marketed Single Family Home Sales average a... 

higher sales price than Off-MLS sales.
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Single Family Home Sales: MLS vs Off-MLS
2 & 3 Bedroom

2 Bedroom Single Family MLS Marketing Difference
Average Sales Price 0.03%
Median Sales Price 0.00%

3 Bedroom Single Family MLS Marketing Difference
Average Sales Price 18.49%
Median Sales Price 14.89%
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The Top 100 Sales by Price: MLS or Off-MLS

$20,000,000
$3,500,000

from

to

The high-end luxury market does do slightly more business Off-MLS, with 20% of sales not being marketed on the 
MLS, which is about 9% higher than for the total marketplace in San Francisco.

3.5 million - 3.999 million 4.0 million - 4.999 million 5.0 million - 9.999 million 10 million +
Total sales 27 23 42 8
MLS marketed sales 24 19 33 5
Off-MLS sales 3 4 9 3
% of sales Off-MLS 11% 17% 21% 38%

Homes below $4,000,000 mirror the general marketplace in terms of percentage of sales that occur with MLS 
marketing and those that don’t. As the price increases, the percentage of homes being sold Off-MLS increases. 
Homes that sold for $10,000,000 or greater had the highest percentage of Off-MLS sales, with 38% of the homes in 
this category being sold Off-MLS. 
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Conclusions

According to our calculations, in 2013 the decision to keep a property off the MLS cost the average condo seller 
around $84,000 in foregone profits, while the average single-family home seller passed up about an additional 
$221,000.

While it might be easy to “play ball” Off-MLS, we believe that the data shows the most reliable way for a seller to hit 
a “home-run” with the resale of an existing property in San Francisco is to market the property on the MLS. 

Three of the more common reasons or preferences we’ve heard over the years for not marketing a property on the 
MLS are summed up below:

• Some agents believe private networks provide exposure to “better” agents and/or “more qualified” buyers.
• Sellers may not want to go through the typical San Francisco property marketing preparation process. 
• Sellers may have concerns about their privacy and do not want information about their home widely 

distributed on the internet.

Now that we can finally attach an approximate price tag to the decision to withhold a San Francisco property 
from the MLS, we believe that the convenience and privacy gained by not marketing in the MLS must be strongly 
weighed against the expectations of a lower sales price for an Off-MLS marketed property. 

We believe it is our duty as Realtors to consult with our clients on strategies that will bring them the highest return 
on their investment. Based on the data we’ve seen to date, we believe that unless a seller specifically instructs us that 
the highest possible sales price isn’t their number one objective, the best way  to “win” for our sellers requires MLS 
marketing.

home-run
You can’t hit a

unless you are willing to step up to the

plate.
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